Protein Multiplexed Immunoassay Analysis with R.
Plasma samples from 177 control and type 2 diabetes patients collected at three Australian hospitals are screened for 14 analytes using six custom-made multiplex kits across 60 96-well plates. In total 354 samples were collected from the patients, representing one baseline and one end point sample from each patient. R methods and source code for analyzing the analyte fluorescence response obtained from these samples by Luminex Bio-Plex® xMap multiplexed immunoassay technology are disclosed. Techniques and R procedures for reading Bio-Plex® result files for statistical analysis and data visualization are also presented. The need for technical replicates and the number of technical replicates are addressed as well as plate layout design strategies. Multinomial regression is used to determine plate to sample covariate balance. Methods for matching clinical covariate information to Bio-Plex® results and vice versa are given. As well as methods for measuring and inspecting the quality of the fluorescence responses are presented. Both fixed and mixed-effect approaches for immunoassay statistical differential analysis are presented and discussed. A random effect approach to outlier analysis and detection is also shown. The bioinformatics R methodology present here provides a foundation for rigorous and reproducible analysis of the fluorescence response obtained from multiplexed immunoassays.